In today’s workplace, one thing is certain: Tomorrow will bring new ways to work and companies must be ready to adapt. As collaboration takes center stage, there’s a need for greater connection between individuals, and also between management and teams.
change
inside and out
Now you can move beyond simply reacting to change. You can manage it and leverage it to your advantage. Beyond movable walls create a new vocabulary for change. Change that puts you in control. And goes beyond simply moving walls.

Beyond walls easily install, reconfigure, and relocate to accommodate changing floorplans. Or, when the floorplan remains intact, the space can be quickly repurposed, with movable components that hang directly on the glass.

It’s beyond efficiency, beyond simplicity, and beyond functionality.
With Beyond, change is easy.

Choosing Beyond signals a change in direction, creating transparency between management and teams. It signals a change in spirit, through inspiring spaces filled with natural light and connected to the open plan. And when physical moves are required, no frameless glass walls are more responsive.
PRIVACY TILE SYSTEM
Perforations in the glass allow you to hang movable components from the glass for maximum functionality and versatility. Tiles and accessories allow for many configurations, offering the ability to customize the amount of privacy to create a unique aesthetic.

BEAUTIFUL FRAMELESS AESTHETIC
Designing with Beyond frameless glass walls rather than drywall maintains access to natural light and a connection to team members. Vertical fillers between panels form a tight seal that eliminates the need for caulking, and trim is placed over the base channel for a flush finish.

UNITIZED PANELS
Beyond frameless glass panels arrive unitized from the factory, installed with ceiling brackets, leveling mechanisms, and base channel for quick, easy installation.

RELOCATE
If you move to a different floor, Beyond can relocate just as easily. Unlike drywall construction, you can take it with you.

RECONFIGURE
Beyond glass panels install and move independently, so they are easy to reposition without having to take down the entire wall.

REPURPOSE
With Beyond’s exclusive perforated glass and Privacy Tile System, you can hang changeable components directly on the glass to accommodate different needs.
Today, you need a conference room.

Beyond frameless glass movable walls come together to create a private office and adjacent team conference room along the wall of an open plan, keeping everyone visually connected while offering needed acoustic privacy.
With glass options offering STC ratings up to 40, Beyond ½” thick glass walls offer acoustic privacy where needed while providing more flexibility than drywall.

Sliding glass doors can be mounted inside or outside the wall.

Our patent-pending scissor-lift leveling mechanism is contained within the base channel and allows fast installation.

Base and ceiling trim is available in anodized aluminum, painted, or veneer-wrapped finishes and in 10-foot lengths for longer seamless runs.

Beyond can be reused and reconfigured, supporting extended product responsibility.
Next year, you need more private offices.

When you need to reorganize and add private offices, Beyond quickly accommodates. The existing in-line configuration can be converted to a three-way connection without disturbing the overall footprint.
Glass panels are modular and non-progressive, so you can remove one panel, change the vertical filler, and then reinstall additional panels without adding additional dimension to the run.

The ceiling channel connects into the ceiling grid using non-defacing ceiling-channel mounting clips.

Beyond glass walls allow access to natural light and can contribute to LEED® points.

Rail-mounted tiles, available in veneer, laminate, fabric, and glass marker board, attach to perforated glass panels between offices, adding privacy and functionality to the space.
Business changes again. Beyond is ready.

You can keep the footprint intact and simply repurpose the space by changing the components that hang from the glass. Replace the veneer privacy tiles with marker board tiles and add Gather™ collaborative furniture, and private offices become team spaces.
Beyond glass panels are available in tempered or laminated glass, in clear or low-iron finishes. Choose from sliding doors, center-pivot doors, or hinged doors available in glass, veneer, painted, and laminate.

Power receptacles can be added to the base to keep offices up and running.

Beyond glass panels are available in tempered or laminated glass, in clear or low-iron finishes.

Solar panels create the power needed to assemble Beyond frameless glass walls during the manufacturing process.
beyond ingenious
the details behind the glass
Beyond glass panels offer a beautiful aesthetic along with true design flexibility for easy installation, fast reconfiguration, acoustic benefits, and structural integrity.

**Unitized Construction**

Unitized glass panels include ceiling brackets that tie the top of the panel into the ceiling channel, and base channel that supports the weight of the panel and houses the leveling mechanisms.

Multiple ceiling mounting clips are available for different connection types.

**1/2" Thick Glass Panels**

Glass height and width dimensions are available in 1/4" increments up to 48" wide and up to 10 feet high. Widths over 42" have a maximum height of 9 feet.

Choose from clear or low iron in:
- Tempered glass (STC 36)
- Laminated glass (STC 38)
- High-acoustic Interlayer glass (STC 40)

Perforations can be added to glass, allowing installation of privacy tiles, distraction markers, marker boards, and other accessories.

Ceiling-to-panel connections have +/- 3/4" float to accommodate ceiling variation.

The leveling mechanism adjusts the glass panel +/- 3/4" (1 1/2" travel range) to accommodate floor variation.
Modular Vertical Fillers

Beyond glass panels install using a system that maintains a clean glass aesthetic. The panels have a unique arris edge that connects with modular vertical fillers using special adhesive tape, eliminating the need for caulk. Fillers are available in clear polycarbonate or anodized aluminum and accommodate a variety of installation configurations.
Ceiling and Base Trim

Ceiling trim connects to the ceiling brackets for a clean aesthetic.

Base trim (measuring 3 11/16" high) remains flush with the floor when connected because glass is leveled inside the base channel.

Trim is available in pre-mitered options to speed installation and offered in 10-foot lengths to minimize seams. Choose from radius or square profiles in anodized aluminum, painted, or veneer finishes.

Power is available in the base trim, with one receptacle or two receptacles side by side.
Beyond walls are designed to provide unlimited possibilities for creating spaces that are functional, flexible, and beautiful. You can create unique spaces by installing glass walls in conjunction with drywall or completely on their own.

**Storefront Glass**

**Continuous glass**

Small set-back glass panels tie into drywall, creating an office sidelight and a continuous run of glass.

**Drywall interface**

Glass walls connect between drywall to create glass-front spaces.

Drywall end caps may also be used to create a T connection between a drywall demising wall and the storefront glass.

**3-Sided Glass**

Instead of creating spaces along the perimeter of a workspace using drywall, Beyond glass walls allow you to design offices offering acoustic privacy while maintaining access to natural light for the entire floorplan.

**4-Sided Glass**

The 4-sided installation allows maximum access to light and creates beautiful conference rooms and collaborative spaces. It’s a great solution in the center of an office to keep the entire workplace light and bright.
Beyond glass walls’ button-mounted privacy tiles attach through perforations in the glass to create visual privacy, add a decorative graphic, or introduce a unique branded element to a space. You can also use buttons as distraction markers, filling the perforation and providing a visual cue on the glass.
Buttons are painted and available in all Allsteel standard paint finishes, including a coordinated color to match anodized aluminum trim.

Tile materials: Custom decorative glass, laminated glass, and marker board

Perforated glass panel sizes: 40”, 42”, or 48” wide.

Privacy tile specifications: 3/8” thick button-mounted tiles are available in translucent glass and marker board glass:
- 48” tile height
- 40”, 42”, or 48” tile widths

Tiles can be customized in a variety of sizes and materials.
Beyond glass walls’ unique rail-mounted tiles make it possible to quickly repurpose spaces when business needs change. Privacy tiles, shelves, and worksurfaces attach to rails that hang from the glass perforations for maximum functionality and versatility.
A support rail that hangs from glass perforations provides the flexibility to incorporate different components, to create visual privacy, and to provide added functionality as needed.

The rail contains an integral channel that also supports accessories and provides off-modular support of worksurfaces (requires other side of worksurface to be floor-supported).

Due to the use of the rail, privacy tiles must always be used in a double-sided application.

**Privacy tile kit specifications:** ⅛" thick privacy tiles are available in veneer, fabric, laminate, and glass, including marker board glass:

- Standard perforated glass panels for privacy tile mounting are 40", 42", or 48" wide.
- Corresponding privacy tile kits are available in 80", 84", and 96" widths.
- Veneer, fabric, and laminate privacy tiles are always two tiles in width. Glass tiles extend the entire width with a single tile.
- Privacy Tile System may also be ordered in customized dimensions.

**Top row:** Veneer, fabric, and laminate tiles  
**Bottom row:** Painted, glass, and anodized aluminum shelves
privacy tile system
rail-mounted configurations

There are several ways to hang the rail-mounted privacy tiles:

**Centered Middle-Panel Module**

In this application, privacy tiles are centered on the middle glass panel and extend halfway into each adjacent panel. This module is typically used when the wall has an odd number of glass panels.

**Two-Panel Module**

In this application, privacy tiles are on-module with two glass panels. Tile width must match the sum of the two panels (for example, 84” tile kit mounts on-module with two 42” perforated glass panels). This module is typically used when the wall has an even number of glass panels.
72”H
Full-height privacy tiles

61½”H
Two full-height privacy tiles with modesty tile

48”H
Double-floating full-height privacy tiles

48”H
Full-height privacy tiles

37½”H
One full-height privacy tile with modesty tile

24”H
Single-floating full-height privacy tile
door styles

Beyond spaces can incorporate a variety of door styles, including sliding, center-pivot, or hinged doors. Select from several finishes and add custom hardware to create a unique design that complements any workplace.
Sliding Doors

Smooth-gliding, non-handed doors and door frames make efficient use of tight spaces. Mount on the exterior or interior of the room, and include an adjacent glass panel of at least 36” in width to support the door track. Double-sliding door options are also available.

Sliding door track available with or without slow-close/slow-open feature. Door pulls available in 18” high round pull and 60” and 72” high ladder pulls. Ladder pulls available in both locking and passage options. Custom hardware can also be accommodated.

Center-Pivot Doors

Center-pivot doors are non-handed and, when paired with partial-strike door frames, add maximum flexibility for reconfiguration. For added acoustics, wood pivot doors can utilize a full-strike frame, providing seals on three sides of the door.

Center-pivot doors are non-handed. Frames for wood doors are available in partial strike (non-handed) or full strike (handed). Frames for glass doors are available in partial strike only (non-handed).

Hinged Doors

Hinged doors offer the most acoustic option, providing a full-strike seal around the top and sides of the door.

Hinged doors and door frames are handed.
Never sit still.

Allsteel, headquartered in Muscatine, Iowa, designs, builds, and delivers workplace furniture solutions to improve efficiency, foster teamwork, and deliver long-term value to help businesses be more effective.

Allsteel has Resource Centers in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, New York, San Francisco, Santa Monica, Washington, D.C., and Toronto, ON. For more information, please visit allsteeloffice.com.

Learn more about Beyond

Use your smartphone to scan this EZcode or visit allsteeloffice.com. Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.

We believe that we can make a real and lasting difference for our environment by designing relevant, durable, high-quality products that are guaranteed for years of use and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffice.com/altogethernow.

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council. Beyond is an SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold and level® 2 certified product.